
USER’S MANUAL
Adaptor cable 

Integrated camera, male S-Din 
connector 4 pin

Extension
cable

C4F connectorSDIN connector

Adaptor cable
SDIN-F

* Camera and original monitor not included. Original camera compatible with AMS wired monitors

SDIN 4PIN ADAPTOR CABLE  

Do you want to connect your integrated camera on our display range ?
It is now possible thanks to our SDIN-F connector!

The SDIN-F connector can be connected to SDIN 4 PIN integrated cameras. With it you can see your 
camera on an AMS display.

Item code : VICAM-AMS-SDIN-F
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AMS Diffusion
Tél. +33 3 27 94 44 44
Fax. +33 3 27 94 44 45
contact@ams-diffusion.com

• RECOMMENDATIONS

• WARRANTY

• AFTER SALES SERVICE

AMS cannot be held responsible for any modifications that may be implemented by the manufacturer
on the machine. Our camera solutions are driver assistance systems. Please remain vigilant on the
roads, the driver is the only responsible for his maneuvers.

The product is guaranteed for two years as from the date of sale to the end user, remembering that the 
sale must take place within 24 months after delivery to the concession.

Reserved for professionals
 Download the service form from our website.
 
 
When returning, please include the following documents for managing repairs and the warranty:

 The return-authorisation form duly completed
 A copy of the invoice with the date of sale to the end user
 The reason for the claim, or a description of the malfunction.

 
For more information, contact our technical department
     Tel : +33 (0)3 27 94 44 44 or @ : contact@ams-diffusion.com
 
If you are the end user
Please go to your dealer.


